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Under what conditions do military-controlled transitions produce democracy? 

This question with deep roots in studies of the third wave of democratization came into 

the spotlight again with the replacement of Egyptian president Hosni Mubarak with a 

military council. Since then, Egyptians and the international community have debated 

whether the public should trust in electoral and constitutional processes to secure a 

transition to democracy, or whether continued streets protests are necessary to derail 

institutionalization of a military tutelage regime. Each interpretation leads to 

diametrically opposed recommendations, and what is a stake is the future of democracy 

in the largest country of the Middle East. 

Existing scholarship lacks definitive answers. Elite-oriented approaches to 

democratization argue that repeated balloting buttresses civilian politicians and 

institutions in ways that gradually erode the political role of the armed forces. Popular 

mobilization can undermine this process by provoking an army’s authoritarian backlash. 

By contrast, society-based arguments assert that grassroots protest crucially holds leaders 

accountable and pushes them toward more comprehensive reform. We concur with the 

latter and offer a new specification of the mechanisms driving this outcome in the 

particular case of military tutelage regimes. We also make an important addendum: in 

military-controlled transitions, popular mobilization is as important during and after the 

establishment of competitive elections as they are in instituting them in the first place. 
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In this working paper, we demonstrate this argument through comparative 

analysis of Brazil from 1974- 1999 and Turkey from 1980-2011. In Brazil, a military 

dictatorship allowed elections at various levels. Yet hardline military officers might not 

have relinquished power were that not continually demanded by myriad forms of protest 

on the part of unions, church bodies, student groups, professional associations, and other 

representatives of civil society. In Turkey, military rulers launched a coup and then 

unilaterally instituted multi-party elections. Absent social movement mobilization, the 

transition relied nearly exclusively on elections. This allowed the army to entrench 

reserve domains beyond civilian oversight. After decades, a powerful political party 

finally succeeded in inching the military aside. Without civil society activism to check its 

power, however, it proceeded to develop an increasingly authoritarian rule of its own. 

This paper analyzes these two cases and derives lessons for Egypt. 

 

Military controlled transitions  

In analyzing the role of the military in transitions processes, studies of “third 

wave of democracy” identify a fundamental dilemma. On the one hand, transitions that 

move too far in threatening the interests of incumbent military elites risk sparking 

authoritarian backlash. On the other, processes that are too weak in challenging the 

position of militaries enable them to retain significant power in the new political system. 

These can produce military tutelage, a hybrid regime in which elections and civilian 

government co-exist with a military that holds constitutionally entrenched prerogatives, 

its own resources, control over security policy and some other policy areas, and a 

perceived right to intervene in times of crises. 

Under what conditions do military-controlled transitions produce democracy 

rather than stabilize as military tutelage regimes? Some judge that, as long as a military is 

organizationally cohesive, it is likely to intervene to safeguard its privileges. Military-

controlled transitions are thus likely to result in some form of limited or quasi-

democracy, and to maintain reserve domains even after they relinquish direct rule to 

civilians. Others regard military tutelage regimes as inherently transitory. Lacking a 

justifying legitimacy of ideology, they are an unstable intermediary stage on the path 

toward full democratization. 
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 Those upholding this view tend to emphasize competitive elections as the key to 

long-term erosion of military tutelage. Elections can legitimize new elites, give them 

incentives to confront military power-holders, and increase their capacity to do so 

through the implementation of laws and policies. In this view, mass mobilization is not a 

necessary part of the process. On the contrary, street protests can undermine a democratic 

transition by provoking authoritarian backlash. Some thus conclude that social forces 

ought to forego contentious action during military-controlled transitions. Rather, they 

should allow institutional and elite-driven processes to bring about civilian control over 

the military. 

We contest this view. Contentious collective action contributes to a transition 

from tutelage to democracy through four mechanisms. First, protest activity helps 

generate popular demand for demilitarization of politics. Those who emphasize the long-

run erosion of military tutelage through electoral competition often assume the existence 

of societal preferences for that outcome. Yet such popular demands are not automatic. 

They must be actively constituted, and popular mobilization can be crucial for doing so.  

Second, popular mobilization affects politicians’ incentives and thereby changes 

their calculations of the expected benefits of confronting military power-holders. Some 

assume civilian politicians are natural advocates of demilitarization. However, civilians 

and officers can cooperate in upholding military tutelage, sometimes for decades. Like 

popular demand, elite interests and incentives are not givens, and a complete explanation 

must elucidate how they are generated. Social mobilization is critical in this regard, 

because it communicates pro-democracy sentiments both to the wider public and to 

would-be electoral representatives. 

Third, mobilization affects politicians’ capacities. Civilian aspirants lack 

meaningful sources of leverage vis-à-vis cohesive armed forces. Crowds in the street 

demanding change can be a crucial resource in their bargaining and strategic interaction 

with military officers. This is particularly the case to the degree that civil society forges 

and institutionalizes links to civilian politicians and political parties. As long as social 

movements and political aspirants remain disconnected, military rulers can exploit that 

disconnection to perpetuate their grip on power.  

Fourth, mobilization can establish a tradition and precedent that aids the 
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preservation and deepening of democracy even after armies return to the barracks. 

Civilian politicians may inch aside military rulers only to establish their own non-

democratic rule. In such situations, countries with a history of contentious politics can 

revive that past as a check on civilian power-holders. Grassroots protest is hence vital not 

only for the consolidation of democracy, but also to protest abuses of power and protect 

civil liberties after democratic politics takes root. 

 

Brazil 

The role of the military in Brazilian politics has long roots. Military officers 

intervened briefly to change the chief executive in 1889, 1930, 1945, 1955, and 1961. In 

1964, the armed forces deposed a democratically elected president and established 

military rule. They purged congress and state governments, repressed populist 

movements, and expanded the arbitrary powers of the appointed military president. The 

military government packed the Supreme Court with loyalists, authorized military courts 

to try anyone accused of subversion, and instituted far-reaching restrictions on political 

criticism. It did retain elections for congress, senate, and municipal councils, and allowed 

two parties to compete. Nonetheless, the military’s grip on power was firm. After a string 

of actions by urban guerrillas, officers chose a hardline general as president in 1969 and 

carried out a draconian crackdown on perceived dissent. 

Over the next decades, a renaissance of social movements proved critical in 

pushing the military from power. This development had several sources. The Catholic 

Church became increasingly active in denouncing human rights abuses, appealing for 

social justice, and providing a “protective umbrella” for the organization of the poor. The 

Church also fostered local ecclesiastical communities base to advocate for democracy 

and justice among the grassroots. This innovative organizational form gathered small 

groups for religious services and, in the process, promoted participatory, egalitarian 

values and engaged in political criticism.  

In addition, broad socio-economic transformations gave rise to new civil society 

groups. The expansion of the middle class expanded the ranks of educated professionals 

who formed professional associations to represent their interests and, gradually, voice 

opposition to military dictatorship. At the same time, poor residents of burgeoning cities 
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organized at the local level to meet their own basic needs. In the process, they forged 

networks that could be channeled toward protest. In the countryside, structural changes in 

agrarian economy created a new confluence in the interests of small producers and rural 

workers. Rural Brazilians thus also came together new kinds of collective action and 

representation.  

Beyond this, in 1974, the military president initiated a “decompression” policy to 

ease some of the system’s tension and oppressiveness. This policy intended to relax 

authoritarian rule, not end it. Nonetheless, it generated greater space and resources for 

mobilization. In this context, new urban movements, labor movement, human rights 

groups, church associations, professional syndicates, and other groups emerged. An 

increasingly vocal Bar Association and press called attention to government abuses and 

mobilized public opinion against military rule. Students led demonstrations and 

businessmen and intellectuals signed calls for democracy. An unprecedented sit-down 

action in 1978 distinguished organized labor and its bold new leaders as key actors 

confronting the military government.  

In 1979 a new military president initiated the “abertura,” a period of political 

opening. In loosening restrictions on voluntary associations and public meetings, it 

further expanded opportunities for social movements. The following five years witnessed 

the apex of mobilization. Hundreds of neighborhood groups mobilized around local 

issues, while other protests gained regional or national scope. Over three million workers 

joined strikes in 1979. The government’s attempts to quash the strikes with violence 

failed, and it was compelled to adopt a new wage law.  

Cross-class solidarity framed workers’ movement as part of the larger agenda of 

the push for democracy. Furthering this end, the Worker’s Party (PT) formed in late 1979 

as a socialist party with strong links to unions, urban movements, and others opposed to 

military rule. In the countryside, meanwhile, the number of unionized rural workers 

soared. Protests by thousands of poor families inspired establishment of the Landless 

Workers' Movement (MST) in 1984. 

The culmination of this collective action was the 1983-84 campaign to demand 

the holding of direct elections for the presidency and other office. “Direct Elections 

Now” brought together a broad spectrum of political parties, trade unions, leading 
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journalists, and other civil society groups. From 1983-1984 it held dozens of mass protest 

events involving the participation of several million citizens.  

This mobilization was effective in pressuring the military government to enlarge 

its political opening. In 1985 it consented to a civilian government for the first time in 

two decades of dictatorship, albeit through an indirect elections. Brazil transitioned from 

a military dictatorship to a tutelage regime. Government was officially in the hands of 

civilians, yet their reluctance to contest the military gave effective veto power over state 

affairs. Meanwhile, social mobilization kept the pressure on. When conservative 

politicians used their majority in congress to initiate a constitutional reform process, 

leftist political and social forces took to the streets to demand a separate constitutional 

assembly. When the assembly voted to accept popular proposals for constitutional 

amendments, civil society groups presented over 100 amendments backed by more than 

12 million signatures. When the president proposed a new bill that would severely restrict 

strikes, a general strike involving 22 million people convinced parliamentarians to reject 

its most sever provisions.  

In 1990, Brazil held direct presidential elections. The elected president and his 

successor gradually inched the military out of politics, bringing the era of tutelage to an 

end. Explanations for this successful transition to democracy vary. Some emphasize 

divisions between military hardliners and moderates, suggesting that the latter were 

committed to democracy and had no intention of holding power. Yet this argument falls 

short. Military soft-liners would not have succeeded without an active civilian opposition 

supporting its stance.  

Others trace a measure of path dependence from mid-1970s liberalization until the 

end of authoritarian rule. According to this logic, the military regime unleashed processes 

that ultimately were its own undoing. Yet the transition was never inevitable. The 

military regime had important assets that it could marshal to preserve its power, and it 

orchestrated the transition to preserve important institutional prerogatives. Analyses 

published in the 1980’s thus emphasized the real danger of a backslide into 

authoritarianism.  

While not the only factor, popular mobilization was essential role in pushing 

Brazil toward full democratization. It did so via the hypothesized mechanisms. First 
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protest activity had a critical effect on public opinion. Decades worth of work by social 

movements generated both popular demand for demilitarization and means for expressing 

those demands. Grassroots processes of deliberation and mobilization gave rise to a 

culture of participation and contestation and a vocabulary with which to rally for a more 

free and egalitarian society.  

Second, grassroots protest changed the calculations of elites, both civilian and 

military. Civilian politicians were not automatic advocates of demilitarization. Indeed, 

many were socialized into a military-dominated politics and were wary of challenging it. 

When the military regime expanded elections it believed it could dictate outcomes by 

manipulating electoral rules. Civilian politicians were unlikely to have contested that 

project had they not been pushed by civil society. 

Third mobilization increased the capacity of the opposition by helping 

institutionalize the link between politicians and civil society. In the early years of the 

transition, the military exploited the gap between political parties and social movements. 

That alliance took shape as the PT emerged as a powerful opposition party grounded in 

trade unions, the landless movement, and other social movements. PT enabled routine 

representation of these groups’ demands, which forced other politicians to be attentive to 

them if they wished to be competitive electorally.  

Fourth, contentious politics during the transition became a practice and precedent 

that served as a democratic constraint on power-holders after the military left power. For 

example, when it was revealed that a post-transition president was involved in corruption, 

millions took the streets to demand his impeachment. A tradition of popular mobilization 

thus constituted a check against abuses of power not only by military elites but by 

civilians, as well.  

 

Turkey 

The early dominance of the military in Turkey can be traced to its central role in 

the Ottoman state and the power it accumulated as other institutions dissolved. Both the 

Turkish Republic’s founding fathers and their chief competitors were successful generals. 

From 1923-1950, the military was the most important instrument of a single party regime 

and its project of forging a modern, secular, and culturally homogenous nation-state. This 
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project faced some opposition. Between 1925 and 1937, Kurdish tribes launched 16 

distinct rebellions and less organized protests against secularization occurred throughout 

the country. The government responded by endowing the military with extraordinary 

powers, which it used to repress each challenge with force. Repeated crackdowns 

solidified the military’s image as the nation’s guardian against “internal enemies” in 

addition to external enemies. 

Unlike in Latin America, Turkey’s armed forces never opted for sustained, direct 

rule. Nonetheless, it remained a central political actor even after the transition to multi-

party parliamentarism in 1946. The military launched a coup d’état in 1960 that lasted a 

year and a half. In 1971, a weak government was beleaguered by leftist mobilization and 

political violence. The army’s top brass responded by issuing a “coup by memorandum,” 

in which it called for an end to “anarchy” and pressured the government to resign. In 

1980, against the backdrop of internal violence and economic crisis, the military 

dissolved parliament, extended martial law, and banned political parties and civic 

associations. For the next three years, a military-run National Security Council (NSC) 

assumed all legislative and executive powers, ruled by decree, and repressed nearly all 

forms of political engagement.  

The military did not seek permanent control over political decision-making. 

Nonetheless, it issued a new constitution that redesigned the politics according to its 

wishes and institutionalized its tutelary powers. These endured after the military 

unilaterally reinitiated multi-party elections and allowed a civilian government in 1983. 

For the next two decades, neither the dynamics of electoral competition nor the rotation 

of civilian governments undermined the military’s grip on the political order.  

How did military tutelage persist, despite decades of electoral competition? We 

argue that, in contrast to Brazil, the absence of popular mobilization played a crucial role 

in facilitating durable military rule. Electoral competition and an active parliament were 

insufficient to erode tutelary powers. Without organized grassroots demand for greater 

democracy and civilianization, elected elites lacked incentives and capacity to challenge 

the military’s extraordinary powers. After two decades, an elected party finally did so. 

However, the very lack of a tradition of popular contestation enabled it to assume some 

of the authoritarian tendencies that it had inherited.  
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  This lack of collective action can be attributed to several sources. Military 

governments curtailed the organizational basis for contentious politics by repressing 

dissident unions and the socialist movement, while co-opting the mainstream labor 

organization. They eliminated potential opposition leaders by prosecuting activists and 

intellectuals, and prohibiting pre-coup era political leaders from participating in politics. 

The constitution instituted restrictions on freedom of expression and association that 

inhibited contentious collective action well after the transition to multiparty elections. 

Beyond this, support for contention was lacking in society. Broad sectors welcomed the 

1980 coup as a return to order. Popular backing for the military’s prescribed political 

order was genuine, and there was scarce will to contest it. The Turkish military regime 

stabilized the economy, and it abandoned direct rule before resentment had a chance to 

accumulate.   

 The relationship between absence of social movements and deficient 

democratization was apparent in two issues where the military most dominated Turkish 

politics. The first was policy toward ethnic Kurds, comprising about 14 percent of the 

population. The military and considerable sectors of the political elite viewed Kurdish 

calls for linguistic and cultural rights, no less demands for territorial autonomy, as a 

threat to national unity. In 1984, the militant Kurdistan Worker’s Party (PKK) began 

armed attacks with the objective of an independent, socialist Kurdish state. In 1987, the 

government declared a state of emergency in largely Kurdish provinces, effectively 

recognizing the military’s authoritarian power there.  

Grassroots Kurdish protest helped instigate a measure of discursive liberalization 

on this issue in the early 1990s. Nonetheless, the military ultimately dictated policy 

towards the Kurds. It did so because none of its institutional prerogatives had been 

challenged during or after the transition. State policy might have been less repressive had 

grassroots collective action articulated Kurdish demands within a broader 

democratization agenda. The lack of an organized counter-narrative to that legitimized by 

the nation’s most powerful political force – the military – sealed the hegemony of an 

undemocratic, militarized approach to minority affairs. Absent pressure from below, 

political elites had little incentive to confront the military’s agenda-setting dominance. 

 Apart from the Kurdish issue, persistent military tutelage was also apparent with 
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regard to political Islam. Founded in 1984, the Islamist Welfare Party (RP) gave rise to a 

larger movement and developed networks among the urban poor. It followed a non-

contentious mobilization strategy that focused on everyday religiosity, provision of 

welfare services, and elections. The RP entered parliament in 1991 and in 1996 became 

the leading partner in a coalition in government. On February 28, 1997, it intervened 

using the prerogatives it had institutionalized after the 1980 coup. Commanders issued a 

list of measures to nullify alleged Islamisization. A series of military briefings to 

business, academia, the press, and the judiciary warned that Islamism was the nation’s 

primary threat to both security and democracy. Under this barrage of pressure, the RP 

prime minister resigned in June 1997. The Constitutional Court subsequently ordered the 

closure of his party. Meanwhile, the opposition parties formed a new cabinet. 

Citizens had expressed support for the RP at the ballot box, but lacked the 

political culture and repertoire to defend it with contention. Instead, they largely 

submitted to the will of the military, reigning above democratic political system. 

Moreover, the mainstream media and some sectors of secularist-Kemalist civil society 

supported the interference.   Political parties, including those in the government coalition 

with the RP, did not contest the military’s intervention. Rather, many welcomed the 

military’s undercutting of their Islamist rival, even if it also undercut democracy in the 

process.  

 Turkish military tutelage appeared to be at its apex. When it began to unravel in 

the years that followed, it was propelled by forces other than contention from below. 

Responding to requirements for European Union membership, governments undertook 

some liberalizing reforms. Winning elections in 2002, 2007 and 2010, the Islamic Justice 

and Development Party (AKP), gradually stripped the military’s reserve powers. It 

reformed the NSC and pursued a series of high-profile trials targeting ex-Generals and 

other officers. This significantly curtailed military tutelage, yet also revealed the 

limitations of elections as a path to democratization. AKP rule became increasingly 

authoritarian. It put severe pressure on the press, used anti-terror laws to prosecute, 

obstruct, and restrict the opposition, and instituted a massive campaign against Kurdish 

organizations. 

The route to curtailing tutelage in Turkey was slow and ultimately insufficient for 
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establishing democratic safeguards. This was in part because the four mechanisms by 

which popular contestation helped propel civilianization and democratization in the 

Brazilian case were lacking in the Turkish case. First, in the absence of protest activity, 

popular demand for civilianization remained weak. Most Turks had a benign image of the 

military due to its perceived role in maintaining internal security, the brevity of direct 

military rule, and the military’s satisfactory economic record. Public desire for an end to 

military tutelage could not be assumed; it had to be created by political and civic 

activism. 

Second, given minimal popular mobilization, politicians did not have incentives 

that raised their calculation of the expected benefits of confronting military power-

holders. No clearly articulated public demand incentivized elites to push for 

civilianization. Rather, they chose to use the prospects of a military coup as leverage in 

their power struggle with one another. It was thus easy for them to adapt to the rules of 

the tutelary regime.  

Third, weak social movements left politicians with weak capacity for challenging 

military dictates. Politicians were not able to tap into mobilized groups as a resource with 

which to challenge established institutions. Furthermore, when politicians did have a will 

to challenge military policies, they lacked the organizational means to communicate those 

projects to society.  

Fourth, Turkey was left without a tradition of mobilization that could help deepen 

democracy once the army returned to the barracks. Non-democratic institutions 

entrenched during the era of military tutelage continued after the military was inched 

aside. These included sweeping presidential discretion, restrictions on unions and strikes, 

electoral laws that disadvantage small parties, special courts with extraordinary powers, 

and a broad definition of terrorism that enables suppression of freedom of speech and 

association. The Turkish path from military tutelage relied on elections to the exclusion 

of contentious politics. The outcome was low quality democracy. Three decades after the 

end of direct military rule, Turkey appeared to be moving from military tutelage to a 

competitive authoritarian regime.  

Years of military tutelage generated authoritarian institutions that subsequently 

could be captured and exploited by non-military actors. It also gave rise to a political 
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culture with neither a history of contesting undemocratic usurpations nor organizational 

forms with which to do so. By delegating the task of democratization to elected leaders, 

the electoral route to civilianization left elites insufficiently accountable. The public 

remained a passive spectator of politics, participating only during elections. The political 

arena thus remained vulnerable to abuses of power by elites, be they new or old, civilian 

or military.  

 

Implications for Egypt  

Lessons from this comparative analysis hold implications for Egypt’s military-

controlled transition. In the months since Hosni Mubarak’s resignation, many 

commentators have invoked the “Turkish model” as appropriate for Egypt. 

Indeed, Egypt shares many characteristics with Turkey. Its military has similarly 

traditionally enjoyed institutional cohesion, social prestige, and a role at the forefront of 

state efforts to transform social, economic and political structures. From the 1952 Free 

Officer’s coup through the presidency of Colonel Gamal Nasser, the army stood as a 

pillar of the regime. Thought presidents Anwar Sadat and Hosni Mubarak took steps that 

curtailed the military’s power, their own military backgrounds and connections ensured 

its continued influence.  

 As in Turkey, Egypt’s regime and security apparatus justified some repressive 

policies by citing radical Islam as a national security threat. At the same time, it tolerated 

the existence of the opposition Muslim Brotherhood, which developed a pragmatic 

orientation toward expanding influence within state institutions and grassroots networks. 

Also akin to Turkey, the military in Egypt gained political power by standing “above 

politics.” It mounted influence through its control over the Ministry of Defense, the 

exemption of military spending from government accountability and oversight, close ties 

to the United States, and a vast network of economic enterprises in non-military 

industries such as tourism, construction, manufacturing. This enabled it to promote its 

institutional interests, resources, and autonomy while avoiding any tarnishing of its 

reputation likely to result from involvement in everyday governance. 

 The 2011 popular uprising that toppled Mubarak saw a cross section of society 

come together in 18 days of continuous contention demanding freedom, social justice, 
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and an end to authoritarian rule. The army, which distinguished itself from the police in 

refusing to shoot at demonstrators, emerged heroically when it forced Mubarak to resign. 

The Supreme Council of Armed Forces (SCAF) that assumed executive power under 

General Tantawi resembled the Turkish military junta in 1980 insofar as both promised to 

serve only in interim stage en route to full democracy.   

 It is perhaps in belief in the temporariness of that role that observers suggest that 

Egypt emulate Turkey’s path to democracy. Our research cautions against this advice. 

The “Turkish model” entailed enduring military tutelage and repeated military 

interventions even after the transfer of power to civilians. Multi-party elections have 

proven insufficient to dismantle the laws and institutions enabled authoritarian 

tendencies, to forestall violations of civil and political rights, or to compel 

implementation of socio-economic protections.  

 If Turkey does offer a model, it is to the two forces dominating the Egyptian 

political landscape today. To the military, it reveals the ways in which it can shape the 

political arena to protect its sweeping economic interests, preserves its political privilege, 

and undermine its adversaries. This serves SCAF’s objective of defusing revolutionary 

mobilization and initiating a pacted transition to multi party elections in collaboration 

with the moderate political organizations. The Turkish case is no less instructive for the 

largest of those organizations, the Muslim Brotherhood. It demonstrates how a populist 

Islamic political party can come to power with a strong electoral mandate, gradually 

dismantle military’s reserved domains utilize the existing authoritarian institutions and 

seized the opportunities given by demobilized society to entrench an economically 

neoliberal, socially conservative political project and undermine social and political 

opposition.  

Neither of these Turkish models fulfills the aspirations of the Egyptian uprising. 

The Brazilian experience points to the missing component: popular mobilization. 

Elections and civil society activism can bring out the democratic potential of each other 

in ways that neither accomplishes alone. The simultaneous occurrence of both has been 

the engine of the most significant democratic achievements in Egypt, as it was in Brazil. 

On the other hand, enduring military domination or a deficiently democratic civilian rule 

both remain real prospects. Either risks becoming a more likely outcome to the degree 
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that the Egyptian transition relies on electoralism and social movements prove unable to 

develop the institutionalized linkages to politics necessary to translate its mobilizational 

power into influence in the decision-making process.  

This argument directly relates to debates engaging the Egyptian public since 

2011. Some at the forefront of the uprising urge continued streets protests until the 

revolution’s goals have been achieved. Others, yearning for calm and stability, call for 

protestors to retire and allow elected representatives to assume responsibility for the 

transition. Our research supports the former position. Should Egyptians halt popular 

mobilization, they increase the possibility that both the army and new civilian elites will 

entrench reserve domains of power. Grassroots pressure is an important defense against 

such anti-democratic developments.	  


